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GREAT POSSIBILITIES FOR EISAVGREAT POSSIBILITIES FOR EISAVGREAT POSSIBILITIES FOR EISAV   

 The Torah testifies that Yitzchak loved Eisav because of the meat Eisav hunted and 

fed to his father. Although Chazal explain these words figuratively - that Eisav was a smooth 

talker whose words entrapped his father - this is difficult to understand. Why would Yitzchak 

favor his son the hunter over Yaakov the tzadik who spent his days and nights in Torah 

study, even if his mitzvah observance was as meticulous as Eisav made it seem? 

Furthermore, the litteral understanding of the words cannot be ignored. 

 The Sefer Be'er Yosef suggests the following approach:  Yitzchak knew that Yaakov 

was an 'ish tam yosheiv ohalim' - whose only natural desire was to spend every waking hour 

in Torah and tefilah. While this is certainly something to admire, what he saw in Eisav was 

something much greater. It was no secret that Eisav didn't posess the same draw to 

kedusha like his twin brother did. He enjoyed running around in the woods killing 

animals.  Eisav realized this and Yitzchak knew it too. So when Eisav asked his father all 

kinds of halachic  queries, he thought his son was directing his hyperactivity to excitement 

over mitzvos. The fact that he constantly brought from his hunted animals to feed his father 

only attested to his desire to commute his passion for hunting into a mitzvah of kibud 

av.  This, Yitzchak understood to be something much greater. It's easy to sit and learn all 

day if one is naturally inclined to do so. Taking one's nature to be a wild hunter and 

redirecting it to service of Hashem is much greater. This, made Yitzchak think that Eisav 

was more worthy of receiving the berachos.  Rivka would have been fooled as well, had she 

not received the nevuah from Sheim and Eiver as to who her sons really would become. 

 This is an important lesson in chinuch ha’banim, and for each of us in our own 

personal avodah. People are different and not matter how hard you try, you can’t put them in 

a box.  Some people are made to sit in the same position for years and succeed 

academically. Others are not. Instead of dismissing their hyperactivity as some sort of 

attention disorder, these people need to be encouraged to focus their energies to produce 

and accomplish in a different arena.  If they are successful in doing so, they have not only 

reached their potential, but sanctified it.  This is something deserving of credit and beracha. 

Both Yitzchak and Rivka understood and appreciated this.  So should we. 
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PRIORITIES IN KIBUD AV V’EIMPRIORITIES IN KIBUD AV V’EIMPRIORITIES IN KIBUD AV V’EIM   

 

 Chazal tell us that Eisav excelled in the mitzvah of kibud av va’eim. When Rivka told Yaakov to go “steal” the berachos, she was in a 

sense telling him to go against the will of his father. On the surface, this should present somewhat of a problem since Chazal tell us that kibud 

av comes before kibud eim. For various reasons however, Yaakov was surely justified in following through with his mother’s orders. Let us take 

this opportunity to discuss some of the halachos pertaining to when the wishes of one’s father and mother contradict each other. 

 The Gemara (Kiddushin 31a) relates that the son of an almanah once asked R’ Eliezer what to do if both parents ask for water at the 

same time. He answered that one’s father takes precedence since his mother is also obligated to honor her husband. When the yasom 

continued to asked what the halacha is if they are divorced, R’ Eliezer understood that this was not a practical question, and dismissed him in 

jest. As such, the Shulchan Aruch rules that one may serve either one first.  (He told him to “place water in a bowl a call to the chickens”. Most 

Rishonim understand this to mean that the question is irrelevant and the since we know that when they are married, the father’s wishes come first since the 

mother is also obligated to respect her husband, this indicates that when they are not married, one may give to whichever one he prefers. (see Beis Yosef Y.D. 

240) The Rabeinu Yerucham however, understands from this Gemara that one may not give to either one before the other and must in fact place it in the 

middle and let them come retrieve their water.) 

 Ordinarily, one is only obligated to fulfill kibud av if he will not sustain any monetary loss. If fulfilling his father’s wishes will cost money, 

he is exempt from carrying through on them unless his father is willing to absorb the expense. It is clear however, that if the son is willing to pay 

for the mitzvah, he may. What if, however, a person’s mother asked him to do something that does not cost anything and at the same time, his 

father asked for something that does entail monetary loss, yet the son is willing to absorb the expense. Which one’s request takes 

precedence? 

 A question of this nature was posed to R’ Akiva Eiger by the Rav of Bialistok. Although the latter thought that perhaps one may not 

choose to honor his father first, R’ Akiva Eiger is adamant that he may. He explains that although he may not be obligated to incur financial 

loss by fulfilling his father’s wishes, this can be likened to the case of one who spends more than a fifth of his money to fulfill a mitzvah. 

Although one is not obligated to spend more than 20% of his money for positive mitzvos, he nevertheless does fulfill a mitzvah if he does. So 

too, the fact that he is under no obligation to fulfill this mitzvah, once he chooses to do so (i.e. absorb the costs), it retains the full status of a 

mitzvah. (He must however, spend everything he has in order to avoid transgressing a negative commandment.) 

 R’ Akiva Eiger deals with the case of a mother’s tzava’ah (will after death) clashing with the wishes of her husband. Initially, R’ Akiva 

Eiger asserts that there should be no difference whether their marriage ended in divorce or by death. Either way, they are no longer married. 

He however, dismisses this approach since the Beis Yosef rules that if one’s father instructed him not to say kaddish for his mother, he must 

listen to his father “because kibud av is greater”. Although the Noda B’Yehuda explains that kavod of the living is greater, the wording of the 

Beis Yosef does not reflect this idea. Nevertheless, R’ Akiva Eiger rules that in this case, one may follow his mother’s wishes since he is under 

no obligation to listen to his father due to the financial expense. 
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